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Looking back at last year this time, we had no idea that in a year’s time
we would still be very uncertain about what the future will hold for us all.
This year so far has brought sad news as well as good news. I think we
will never forget 2021 as the year the UCT library burned.
We would like to sympathise with them, and I believe most librarians
were either in tears or near tears when the feeds started to come
through on the internet. Please remember to keep on assisting the UCT
library as long as you can and in any way you can. From our side, we will
be offering a huge discount on their Inmagic license renewal for 2021.
As with all bad things, some good came out of it as well. Libraries, and
the value they add, were brought under the attention of a lot of people
who never thought about it before. I am thinking about the article that
was published in the Rapport of 25 April 2021. In the full-page interview,
Hanlie Retief gave Ujala Satgoor the opportunity to point out some
valuable insights regarding libraries.
Loosely translated from Afrikaans, she mentioned that collections like
the one they have, do not happen by themselves. They are built up by
dedicated people over years. She also mentioned that we learn from the
past to make sense of the future. It is the ability to learn from a variety
of perspectives and experiences.
“With a library you are free, not confined by temporary political climates.
It is the most democratic of institutions because no one – but no one at
all – can tell you what to read and when and how.”
― Doris Lessing
We never want bad things to happen, but they do. As librarians, there is
the responsibility to have strategies ready to protect and promote your
collections, not just in case of fire, but with shifts in your company
structure or the physical building as well in your community. Libraries
are bastions of what people and society represent but get little
representation in the daily goings-on of life and in companies. Perhaps
ask yourself: Can you defend and promote your library within your
company? We at Mindex believe you can and are always ready to help
you improve on how you are able to bear this responsibility. Consider
using your company’s intranet and website to the advantage of your
library!
-

Bella Odendaal, Mindex Management, June 2021

Inmagic Veterans: Monica van Deventer
Monica Van Deventer retired in December 2020 from her position at the South African Broadcasting Corporation
(SABC) after 30 years and 6 months.
Monica was introduced to Inmagic DB/TextWorks by Johan van Wyk during her time as a student at UJ/RAU.
The focus of the SABC library is to provide related and relevant information to producers and journalists.
Monica found doing cataloguing on their system, Inmagic Genie, simple to do as all the relevant information can be
added for easy retrieval of information by both the librarians and the end-users.
Her advice to future librarians is to develop their ability to work remotely and continue adding value to their
institutions.
Her vision for the future of libraries is for them to be fully digitised and accessible to the end-user in an effective and
efficient manner.
The best advice Monica received was to always plan your year at the beginning of each year; always have projects to
work on, no matter what is happening in your Institution.
”While I could never change management or do planning for them; I was always encouraged to have my own
projects in the library and to make the library visible within the SABC.”
Mindex Systems would like to wish Monica a wonderful retirement.

Monica van Deventer (SABC)

Inmagic Veterans: Rika van der Walt
“After 31 years of service in the Public Service I decided to call it a day and retire.
I started my career as a public servant in 1990 at Statistics South Africa and in 1996 I transferred to the Law Library
(now known as the Research Centre) in the Department of International Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO).
If I recall correctly, Statistics South Africa was one of the first national departments that introduced Inmagic
DB/Text in their libraries and since then Inmagic has been part of my daily work life. The Law Library in DIRCO
started to use Inmagic in 1996. The Main Library in DIRCO followed soon after and when I took over the
responsibility as custodian of all the international agreements that the Republic of South Africa is a party to in
2007. I also utilized Inmagic here to develop the official South African Treaty Register which is a very valuable
information resource and used widely.
Of course, all of this would not be possible without the support and assistance from all of the Mindex staff. Thank
you all and a special thank you to Bella, Johan and Anne-Marie who were always there for me through the years
when I needed help.
Goodbye to all and good luck.
Rika van der Walt”

Lunch with Anne-Marie Foster, Mindex (left) and Rika van der Walt, DIRCO (right)

Library Feature: The Department of Social Development
The DSD Information and Knowledge Centre has had a massive facelift and is looking new and refreshed. The
space available to the Centre was limited and looking overcrowded with desks, shelves and newspapers. The
new layout is spacious and inviting. The Librarian now has a separate glass- and wood-enclosed office.

A comfortable sitting area with a television
running news and commercial information.

Shelves are scattered around the centre to give
more movement space in the library.

The Information and Knowledge Centre is now not only functionally beautiful, but also caters to an audience
that far too many libraries and information centres overlook.
New features include a high-resolution screen and large-font keyboard connected to a PC with JAWS installed to
enhance the experience. JAWS is a screen reader program for Microsoft Windows that allows visually impaired
users to read the screen either with a text-to-speech output or using a refreshable Braille display. To complete
the setup, a Braille printer has been installed. Braille printers typically print on heavyweight paper.
The challenge is now to extend these types of accessibility enhancements to more institutions.
Congratulations to Johnny Mavuso and the team at the Department of Social Development for their innovative
allocation of funding to make their Knowledge Centre available to those who are too often overlooked by
society.

High resolution screen
with large font Keyboard

PC with JAWS installed

Braille printers emboss information in braille onto paper using solenoids that control embossing pins.

Department of Communications & Digital Technologies
The Department of Communications & Digital Technologies (DCDT) has transformed their Knowledge Centre
into a virtual knowledge powerhouse with GeniePlus.
GeniePlus is designed to optimise library management and services with features that enable your staff to be
more accurate and effective.
GeniePlus also offers advanced KM capabilities that allow information managers to quickly and easily create
new knowledge repositories with custom metadata structures and unique workflows, while data is published
via secure client-configured web portals.
The result? Accelerated knowledge creation, delivery and reuse, all provided in a manner ideally suited to your
needs.
Mindex Systems wishes to congratulate the Department and the Knowledge Centre personnel on their digital
transformation.
They strive for their Knowledge Centre to be entirely accessible virtually, offering the flexibility, agility and
efficiency required in the Digital Age.
Thank you for your continued support of our products and services as well as the wonderful working
relationship with Mindex.

The Department of Communications & Digital Technologies
Knowledge Centre

Department of Communications and Digital Technologies (2019)

Tips & Tricks: GeniePlus
We will be highlighting one or more of our product features in every Newsletter from now on. GeniePlus is the
logical upgrade route for our Genie Users. One of the new features in GeniePlus is the copy cataloguing feature.

Copy Cataloguing with Z39.5
Z39.50 allows you to import MARC records from vendors (if you have a subscription with them) and
participating libraries without leaving the library system. There are five basic steps to follow:
1. Set up your target libraries from the list on GeniePlus.
2. Search for the book you want to import

3. Select the book from the hit list.
4. Click import.
5. Add your own Inventory (location, shelf no. and barcode).

MARC Importer
GeniePlus makes it easy to import MARC records you have obtained from a vendor (e.g. OCLC, BookWhere.), or
from another library (e.g. Library of Congress, AMICUS, NLM). If the library system is configured for Full MARC,
then the record you import remains in MARC. If you do not catalogue in Full MARC, then the imported MARC
record is converted to a normal GeniePlus record.

To import MARC into the library system, you need a MARC Map. The library system comes with a default map,
but you can adjust it through the MARC Record Interface. The Map is a file representing a mapping of MARC to
fields in the library system.
For more information on these features or to schedule a GeniePlus demonstration, please contact Mindex
Systems or your consultant.

Scheduled Online Training
Training forms a core part of the support services provided by Mindex Systems, enabling you and your
team to unlock the full potential of your system.
Our highly experienced consultants offer scheduled online training sessions throughout the year on our
complete range of products, in a group setting, at a reduced rate compared to our on-site and individual
training sessions.
Please visit our website at www.mindex.co.za or email our office on office@mindex.co.za for more
information.

Future Scheduled Online Training Dates:
July 2021
01 & 02
06 & 07
08 & 09
13 & 14
21 & 22

Presto – User
DB/Text – Level 2
Presto – Administrator
DB/Text – Advanced
GeniePlus – Portal Designer Level 1

03 & 04
10 & 11
12
17 & 18
24 & 25
31

Presto – User
Presto – Administrator
Stocktake and Barcoding
SALIB Journals Management
Presto – Advanced
Data Clean-up DB/Text

August 2021

September 2021
06 & 09
07 & 08
14 & 15
16 & 17
20 & 21
23
29 & 30

Presto – User
DB/Text – Form Designing
Presto – Administrator
SA Library Module
Presto – Advanced
GeniePlus – Loans
GeniePlus – Portal Designer Level 1

Facebook Update
Mindex Systems started our Facebook page in April of 2020. Since then, we have posted several posts
weekly ranging from the informative to the funnier side of life. We have also run several competitions
on our Facebook page during the last couple of months. The winners were announced in our previous
newsletter. If you missed the newsletter and would like to read about our Facebook competitions,
please follow the link: Mindex Newsletter Feb 2021

The purpose of our Facebook page is to keep our client informed with the latest news from our office
with regards to the products, services and training schedules. We also promote best practices for
information professionals with informative posts relating to libraries, museum and archives.

You are more than welcome to send any ideas/suggestion on posts you would like to see more of in
the future to ilze@mindex.co.za.

We would like to invite all our clients to join and like our page at Mindex Systems | Facebook

The Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA)
The Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA) enforcement powers as promulgated by the President of
South Africa in June 2020 has come into effect as of the 1st July 2021.

A brief overview of the POPIA principles:
1. Accountability
Your organisation is responsible for ensuring the conditions for lawful information processing
are met.
2. Processing Limitation
Your organisation must process information lawfully and in accordance with the consent,
justification, and objection provisions of the Act.
3. Purpose Specification
Your organisation may only process personal information for a specific purpose while adhering
to the retention and restrictions of the Act.
4. Further Processing Limitation
Further processing of information must be compliant with the purpose of collection of
information.
5. Information Quality
Your organisation must take reasonable steps to ensure that personal information is complete,
accurate and up to date.
6. Openness
Your organisation must maintain documentation related to information processing operations
and take reasonable steps to ensure the data subject is aware of certain information.
7. Security Safeguards
Your organisation must implement appropriate measures to ensure the security and
confidentiality of personal information in its possession, ensure that personnel who process
personal information have been informed in writing how security measures will be established
and maintained.
Furthermore, as soon reasonably possible, your organisation must notify the Information
Regulator as well as the data subject.
8. Data Subject Participation
Your organisation must allow a data subject to access and correct its personal information and
may also be required to correct or destroy personal information.
Mindex Systems encourages all our clients responsible for the storing, processing and use of the personal
information of their colleagues, patrons, and suppliers to urgently take steps to ensure compliance if they have
not already done so.

